Case Study
Guidewire Policy Conversion-enabled Business
Transformation for US-based P&C Carrier
Client
The client is a US-based, leading Specialty Insurance provider for property and
causality, dealing in residential and recreational products.

Limited features to improve
retention such as multi-policy,
claim-free, or renewal discounts

Rollout of multiple
products across 50 states

ETL logic spread across
multiple technologies

High Maintenance cost for
legacy infrastructure

Challenges
Complex scenarios to consider
in name parsing, coverages &
answers per state & policy type

Dated technology
(Mainframe & Lotus notes)
Multiple co-existing policy
admin systems incurring
huge maintenance cost

High cost of
compliance/ quality
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scenarios reusable for
all the states.
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Business Benefits

Policy conversion
retained existing
customers (1.3+
million policies
worth USD 750
million)

95% automatic
success rate for
conversion

Migration from old
mainframe systems
to the latest
technology stack

Overall cost reduced
by decommissioning
a few of the legacy
systems

LTI (NSE: LTI, BSE: 540005) is a global technology consulting and digital solutions company helping
more than 420 clients succeed in a converging world. With operations in 32 countries, we go the extra
mile for our clients and accelerate their digital transformation with LTI’s Mosaic platform enabling their
mobile, social, analytics, IoT and cloud journeys. Founded in 1997 as a subsidiary of Larsen & Toubro
Limited, our unique heritage gives us unrivaled real-world expertise to solve the most complex
challenges of enterprises across all industries. Each day, our team of more than 30,000+ LTItes enable
our clients to improve the effectiveness of their business and technology operations, and deliver
value to their customers, employees and shareholders. Find more at www.Lntinfotech.com or follow
us at @LTI_Global
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